Learning Style

Spring Term
Year 5
Clash of the
Titans

Thinking Skills
Knowing

Understanding

Design a storyboard for
a Greek myth of your
choice.

Applying

Analysing

Creating

Evaluating

Write a poem or rap
about a one-on-one sport
of your choice.

Collect pictures of iconic
sports personalities and
list what qualities they
have.

Write a diary entry from
the point of view of a
character from a Greek
myth.

Imagine that you are an
interview chat show
host. What questions
would you ask a Greek
God of your choice? How
would they respond?

Create an Ancient Greek
God set of Top Trump
cards.

Research how the
Greeks managed to find
out the exact distance
from the Earth to the
Moon.

Verbal/
written

Create a quiz about the
Ancient Greeks.

Maths

Create a pictorial
timeline using
Microsoft PowerPoint
showing key events
throughout the Ancient
Greek period.

Compare and contrast
the first Olympic games
to how they are now.

Design your own
labyrinth with
measurements.

Create a line graph to
show the varying
population in Greece
between the Ancient
Greece and present day
Greece.

Visual/
Spatial

Create an Ancient
Greek temple using
your own choice of
materials.

Draw a plan of an
Ancient Greek town and
annotate it with
information.

Design a floor plan for a
new Ancient Greek
museum. Decide on the
layout and what each
room would contain.

Why do you think myths
and legends exist? Who
do you think created
them and why are they
still told?

Design and create your
own Greek jewellery.

Look at maps of Ancient
Greece. How effective
and accurate were these
maps, in your opinion?

Musical

Find out what musical
instruments the
Ancient Greeks used
and how they were
played.

Draw a picture of a
musical instrument used
by Ancient Greeks. Label
what materials it was
made from and the
reasons why they were
chosen.

Perform a poem or rap
about one of the Greek
Myths we have learnt.
Include actions and
create a soundtrack.

Compare modern music
to music from the
Ancient Greek era.
Create a table to show
the reasons for these
differences. (Think
about what influences
musicians.)

Create a poem, set to
music, about a Greek
event or compose a song/
piece of music based on/
influenced by a Greek
Myth.

Evaluate some traditional
Greek music. Write a
review for a magazine.

Interpersonal

With a friend or group
of friends, act out a
famous clash and
create a freeze frame
to show the different
events. Photograph this
if possible.

Work with a friend to
create a poster warning
the neighbourhood about
a monster from a myth
or a supervillain.

Create an oral story
about the Ancient
Greeks to perform to
your friends and family.

Working with a partner,
or in a group, make a
PowerPoint or poster
presentation about an
event based on “Clash of
the Titans” and present
this to an audience.

Work with friends or
family to create a
television or radio advert
that promotes a timetravel-holiday to Ancient
Greece.

Your
choice

Design your own
Mythological beasts. You
can create a diagram,
drawing, description etc.

